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Abstract. Enhancing the quality of low light images is a critical processing function both from an aesthetics and an information extraction
point of view. This work proposes a novel approach for enhancing images
captured under low illumination conditions based on the mathematical
framework of Sparse Representations. In our model, we utilize the sparse
representation of low light image patches in an appropriate dictionary
to approximate the corresponding day-time images. We consider two
dictionaries; a night dictionary for low light conditions and a day dictionary for well illuminated conditions. To approximate the generation of
low and high illumination image pairs, we generated the day dictionary
from patches taken from well exposed images, while the night dictionary
is created by extracting appropriate features from under exposed image
patches. Experimental results suggest that the proposed scheme is able to
accurately estimate a well illuminated image given a low-illumination version. The eﬀectiveness of our system is evaluated by comparisons against
ground truth images while compared to other methods for image night
context enhancement, our system achieves better results both quantitatively as well as qualitatively.
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Introduction

Recently, the demand for the enhancement of low light images has grown tremendously. Images captured during day-time exhibit higher dynamic range, better
quality and can be useful for extracting contextual information. Night-time images on the other hand, are characterized by low intensities and usually suﬀer
from the existence of severe noise due to the very small signal power. The aim
of image de-nighting techniques is to increase the contrast and the sharpness of
an image, in order to improve its visual appearance and support the extraction
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of valuable information, that can be used for analysis, detection and segmentation purposes. As a result, image de-nighting operators have attracted broad
interests recently, partially due to the numerous applications that require night
image enhancement including surveillance, astronomical and medical imaging.
Early approaches in the problem relied on Histogram Equalization (HE) techniques [2],[3]. HE is a relatively simplistic strategy which usually introduces
multiple artifacts and leads to significant loss of image details. Authors in [4]
demonstrated a Colour Estimation Model (CEM) based on a parameter that controls the range of the image colors on the RGB-scale. Dong et al. [5] proposed an
algorithm for the enhancement of low-light videos, that inverts the dark input
frames and then performs a de-hazing algorithm to improve the quality of the low
light images. Another night content enhancement technique, was proposed in [6],
where an image is separated into the reflectance and the illuminant component,
according to the retinex theory, and the enhanced image is generated from the
reconstruction of the reflectance component. Due to the challenges associated
with the separation of the two components, errors that occur during this process lead to the introduction of artifacts in the reconstructed image. Recently, in
[8] a gradient domain technique was proposed, where the authors estimate the
mixed gradient field of the intensities from multiple night-time, along with their
correspondent day-time images.
Unlike other approaches, our method relies on a single image for the estimation
of the enhanced image, using a sparse signal representation technique. Particularly, sparsity suggests that a high-frequency signal can be accurately recovered
from its corresponding low-frequency representation. Many ill-posed and inverse
problems such as image super-resolution and image denoising [1, 14] introduce
the sparsity assumption in the form of a prior, that is able to distinguish the
ground truth image content from the degradation eﬀects. Motivated by these
approaches, this paper focuses on the problem of recovering the illuminated and
enhanced version of a given low-light image, using the sparsity constraint as
prior knowledge. We work on image patch pairs sampled from images captured
under diﬀerent exposure times, which are used as proxies to day and night time
images. Furthermore, we consider two dictionaries (night and day) for our representation. The dark, under-exposed image patches are used for the creation of
the night dictionary Dn , while the corresponding better exposed image patches
(day patches) are used for the creation of the day dictionary, Dd . The main purpose of this work, is to extract the sparse representation of a night image patch
subject to Dn and directly use it for the reconstruction of corresponding day
image patch in terms of Dd . Our method can be applied for the enhancement
of generic images that were captured under poor-illumination conditions. The
evaluation of our results are accomplished using both quantitative metrics and
visual quality.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2, provides an overview
of the Sparse Representations (SR) framework and then extensively presents
our proposed method. Section 3, presents the results on performance of our and
state-of-the-art methods, while our conclusions are given in Section 4.
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Image De-nighting Using Sparsity
Sparse Representations Framework

This paper focuses on the problem of recovering the well illuminated version
of a given low-intensity image. Our approach is patch-based and we assume
that image patches can be represented as linear combinations of elements from
an over-complete dictionary. Formally, given a signal y ∈ RM extracted from
an image patch and a dictionary D, the challenge is to find a vector x ∈ RN
satisfying the relationship: y = Dx. When the dictionary is overcomplete, i.e.
M ≪ N , this problem admits infinite solutions. Motivated by the SR framework,
we search for a vector x that optimizes a certain sparsity measure. An initial
approach to this problem is the minimization of the general lp -norm. In this case
the minimization problem becomes:
x̂ = arg min ||x||p
x

subject to

∥Dx − y∥2 ≤ ϵ

(1)

∑
where ||x||p = ( i |xi |p )1/p and ϵ is a threshold on the approximation error.
When p = 0, the sparsity of the coeﬃcient vector x, is measured by the non-zero
counting pseudo-norm, l0 . Although, the l0 -norm is the optimal choice for the
recovery of the sparse vector x, it leads to an NP-hard problem. Fortunately,
the theory of SR suggests that one can replace the l0 -norm with the l1 -norm,
leading to following optimization problem:
min ||x||1

subject to

||Dx − y||2 ≤ ϵ,

(2)

∑
where ||x||1 = i |xi | is the l1 -norm. This linear regression of the l1 -norm is
denoted as the LASSO problem [12]. Furthermore, one can add the non-negative
constraint x ≥ 0 in order to account for the additive nature of the features we
utilize in our representations.
2.2

Dictionary Model

A crucial aspect of the above reconstruction is the proper selection of the dictionary D, where we seek a dictionary which can sparsify the input data. In general,
dictionaries can be analytic or trained [13]. Analytic dictionaries arise from an
existing family of transforms, such as histograms, DCT, curvelets, contourlets,
wavelets and so on. On the other hand, trained dictionaries are learned from
a collection of training data. Although this approach can oﬀer various benefits
due to the selection of the most representative examples, it is very computationally expensive. A variant of the later relies on the creation of the dictionary
by randomly selecting patches extracted from images that exhibit the same statistical nature (training images). In our setting, we follow the latter approach,
working with two coupled dictionaries, Dn corresponding to the night-time image patches and Dd , for the day-time image patches. At the training phase, we
utilized multiple registered pairs of day-time and their corresponding night-time
images for patch extraction. As a consequence, corresponding elements of the
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two dictionaries encode the same part of the scheme but at diﬀerent illumination conditions and can thus serve for the estimation of the high intensity image
from the low intensity one.
Feature Selection The features computed from the night-time image patches,
have to ensure that the sparse coeﬃcients will have an accurate representation
in the appropriate dictionary. State-of-the-art methods use diﬀerent features for
the representation of the degraded components. For instance, Raskar et al. [8]
reconstructed the final image by integrating first order gradients of the input
images, by creating a mixed gradient field. Yang et al. [1] used first and second
order gradients to represent the low-resolution images. In our representation,
for each night-time image patch, we extract the Cumulative Histograms(CH), as
features, due to their representation capabilities of varying illuminations conditions. The intensity histogram of a low-illumination patch yn expresses a discrete
representation of the probability density function for the pixel intensities, and
may be expressed as:
Pyn (x,y) (v) = P (yn (x, y) = v) =

nv
N

(3)

where, where 0 ≤ v ≤ 255 and N is the total number of pixels in the image
patch. Then, the CH of each night-time patch, is measured by summing up the
histogram values from gray level 0 to V :
CHyn (x,y)) =

V
∑

Pyn (x,y) (i)

(4)

i=0

For the day-time dictionary Dd , we utilized normalized pixel intensities for the
reconstruction since they oﬀer a natural approach in modeling the day-time
images.
2.3

Image Reconstruction

Given a low-light version of the scene Y, our task is to generate the corresponding
illuminated image X. According to theory of SR the enhanced image patch x can
be sparsely represented in an over-complete dictionary Dd created from day-time
patches according to:
x = Dd w, w ∈ RK

(5)

The key insight of our methods is that the sparse representations vector w can be
accurately estimated from low-illumination patches extracted from the input image Y, by utilizing the night-time dictionary Dn . By jointly constructing the two
dictionaries Dd and Dn , we expect to observe the same sparse representations
for each patch pair of night-time and day-time images. For each low-illumination
image patch, we find a sparse representation with respect to Dn . Then, in order to extract the illuminated image patch x we utilize the sparse coeﬃcients
with the day-time dictionary Dd . Since the dictionary Dn is over-complete, the
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equation is under-determined for the unknown coeﬃcients w. The equivalent
l1 -minimization problem is thus given by:
min ||w||1 s.t ||Dn w − y||2 ≤ ϵ and w ≥ 0

(6)

Given the optimal sparse coeﬃcients w∗ , the reconstructed illuminated image
patch becomes:
x = Dd w ∗

(7)

In order to enforce the compatibility between adjacent patches, we process the
input image’s patches starting from the upper-left corner with a small overlapping factor in each direction. Due to this fact, the reconstructed image appears
with a slight blurring eﬀect. In order to overcome this issue, we perform a backprojection technique, motivated by Yang et al. [1]. The main idea is to project
the day-time image X0 at the solution space Y = aHX, where Y is a dark and
blurred version of the day-time image X, H is an operator matrix that represents the blurring eﬀect, a low pass Gaussian filter in our case, and a is a small
parameter that uniformly changes the illumination of the target day-time image
X. The value of a was set manually after cross validation in order to achieve the
best possible result. This operation can be formulated as:
X∗ = arg min ||aHX − Y||2 + c||X − X0 ||2 ,
X

(8)

which can be solved using by gradient descent technique.

3
3.1

Experimental Results
Algorithmic Details

To validate the proposed approach, a series of experiments was conducted using
data from a High Dynamic Range (HDR) image dataset [9]. We selected HDR
registered images in our experiments motivated by the approximation of a low
intensity night image by an image captured with a very short exposure time
and a daytime image by a well exposed one. The number of atoms for both the
day-time, Dd and night-time, Dn dictionaries was set to 550. For the creation of
the day-time dictionary, the best performance is achieved using 3x3 patch size,
with 1 overlapping factor between adjacent patches.
Our method can be applied on both gray-scale and color images. When color
images are processed, instead of processing each color channel separately, we
transform the image into the HSV color space and apply our night context
enhancement technique to the V channel only. As a pre-processing step, we normalize the dark image by dividing with the mean value of the three components
(HSV). In order to evaluate the results of the proposed scheme, we use both
quality measures and visual perception. The reconstruction quality is measured
via the Structural Similarity Image Quality Index (SSIM)[15], between the illuminated ground-truth image and the reconstructed image.
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Evaluation of the results

Fig. 1 serves as a motivation of our work, depicting a low light (left) and the
reconstructed well illuminated (right) image pair along with the corresponding
histograms where we observe that the histogram of the reconstructed image is a
shifted and distributed version of the original image’s histogram.

Fig. 1. Memorial dataset:(left) Input dark image along with its histogram, (right)
Reconstructed illuminated image with its histogram

We proceed by showing results from experimental scenes to validate our approach. The proposed algorithm is compared against state-of-the-art image denighting methods including the Histogram Equalization method (HE) [2], serving
as a baseline processing module,[3], the method proposed by Dong et al. [5] for
enhancement of low-light video frames, and Color Estimation Model (CEM) [4].
Unlike our method, the other methods under consideration, do not include a
dictionary training phase. In order to achieve a fair comparison, we perform the
same pre-processing step to all methods, even it is not part of their algorithms.
Figs. 2- 7, depict the reconstruction achieved by our algorithm when applied to
natural scenes and compared to the previously described methods.
In Fig. 2 one can visualize the performance of the above described methods on
the Memorial dataset. We observe that all methods enhance and illuminate the
dark test image, but our algorithm produces results closer to the ground truth
image. In terms of SSIM [15], our reconstruction achieves better similarity index
compared to the other approaches. Figs. 3 and 4, demonstrate the ability of our
algorithm to enhance the oﬃce and the oﬃce very dark datasets, without adding
noise or introducing saturation eﬀects, compared to the other methods, which
introduce significant noise to the reconstructed image. Furthermore, in Fig. 5,
one can notice the visible distortions caused by all three comparable state-ofthe-art methods while the proposed method enhances the UWMech image and
reveals suﬃcient information on the dark parts, without amplifying the noise.
Another example of our reconstruction is presented in Fig. 6. Dong’s enhancement approach leads to significant loss of details (especially on the image’s
background and on the baby’s face), due to the saturation of the image pixels.
HE enhancement, also leads to the introduction of artifacts, artificial colours
(especially on the image’s background) and to the amplification of noise. CEM
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Fig. 2. Memorial dataset:(Top left) Original Image, (Top middle) Reference Image,
(Top right) Dong’s method, (Bottom left) HE, (Bottom middle) CEM, (Bottom right)
Proposed method

Fig. 3. Oﬃce dataset: (Top left) Original Image, (Top middle) Reference Image, (Top
right) Dong’s method, (Bottom left) HE, (Bottom middle) CEM, (Bottom right) Proposed method

model has provided a noticeable improvement at the image’s contrast, but the resulted image is not close to the ground truth ones. We observe that the proposed
scheme, reveals suﬃcient information in the dark parts, without illuminating the
already suﬃciently illuminated parts.
Finally, Fig. 7 depicts the results of the proposed reconstruction against the
compared methods, to the Piano-man dataset. We observe that both HE and
Dong’s method introduce significant saturation eﬀects on the resulting image.
CEM’s reconstruction in this case is good and the method does not enhance any
artifacts or noise. Our method is able to reconstruct the details present in the
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Fig. 4. Oﬃce very dark dataset: (Top left) Original Image, (Top middle) Reference
Image, (Top right) Dong’s method, (Bottom left) HE, (Bottom middle) CEM, (Bottom
right) Proposed method

Fig. 5. UWMechDept dataset: (Top left) Original Image, (Top middle) Reference Image, (Top right) Dong’s method, (Bottom left) HE, (Bottom middle) CEM, (Bottom
right) Proposed method

dark regions of the image and produces an artifact-free result, very close to the
ground truth image.
The quantitative results are presented in Table 1. We are able to confirm that
our method achieves better results in the terms of the SSIM [15] and visual
perception compared to other three state-of-the-art methods.

Table 1. Quality (SSIM [15]) measurements of the enhancement methods
Test image
Dong’s [5]
HE [2]
CEM [4]
Proposed

Memorial
0.5354
0.5830
0.7497
0.8579

Oﬃce
0.4116
0.5654
0.7676
0.9498

Oﬃce very dark
0.6518
0.4140
0.7314
0.8666

UWMech
0.2922
0.2182
0.4156
0.6212

Baby
0.2973
0.3014
0.5461
0.6504

Piano
0.3821
0.5451
0.8011
0.8520
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Fig. 6. Baby on grass dataset:(Top left) Original Image, (Top middle) Reference Image,
(Top right) Dong’s method, (Bottom left) HE, (Bottom middle) CEM, (Bottom right)
Proposed method

Fig. 7. Piano man dataset: (Top left) Original Image, (Top middle) Reference Image,
(Top right) Dong’s method, (Bottom left) HE, (Bottom middle) CEM, (Bottom right)
Proposed method

4

Discussion and Future Work

This paper introduced a novel approach for the enhancement of low illumination
images. We considered a sparse signal representation approach based on the joint
creation of the low and high illumination dictionaries, sampled for appropriate
image pairs. The proposed scheme, successfully extracts the necessary information from an image, by illuminating the dark regions, without causing artifacts or
saturation eﬀects. Future work includes the investigation of alternative feature
operators that could further increase the reconstruction quality.
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